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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLF>i AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
High quality public schools are important to modern
American society.

Recent study indicates that high morale

in a teaching staff is closely associated with high quality
education (8:159).

If this is true, then the results of

research by Charles Bidwell are quite important.

He found

that teachers are satisfied when their administrators•
actions are perceived as being consistent with the teachers•
expectations.

When the actions and the expectations were

perceived as being inconsistent, the teachers were dissatisfied (3:47).
How well a principal measures up to the teachers•
ideas about what a principal should be, how well he as the
most immediate educational leader fulfills the individual
teacher's hopes and expectations, may be vital to a principal•s success in improving his school.

For if a principal

acts in such a way that he unknowingly offends the deep
conceptions or convictions of a teacher, he may, effectively,
lose that teacher as an ally in achieving his major goal,
raising the quality of education in our schools.

The material

gathered in this thesis may be useful to an administrator
concerned about improving faculty morale.

2

I.
Statement of

~

THE PROBLFM
problem.

This study attempts to

determine certain aspects of the roles that teachers expect
and desire administrators to play.

The following studies

suggest that correct information about teachers• expectations
may be useful to an administrator.
Howard Becker, studying the authority system in the
public schools, reached a conclusion similar to Bidwell's
(above):
The principal is accepted as the supreme authority
in the school • • • But this acceptance of inferiority
has limits. Teachers have a well-developed conception
of just how and toward what ends the principal's
authority should be used, and conflict arises when it
is used without regard for the teachers• expectations

(2:133-134).

Therefore, teachers• attitudes should be determined so that
administrators can take these attitudes into account when
they make decisions.
Some administrators do not seem to have reliable
information about their teachers' attitudes.

Indirect evi-

dence on the question is provided by Paul Hedlund and Foster
Brown.

They found that 33 per cent of the teachers studied

felt "working conditions do not encourage the teacher to
improve the quality of his w0rk. 11

Ten per cent of the

teachers wanted to leave their positions because of these
conditions (10:41).

E.

c.

Hunter found a similar situation
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in New Orleans.

When asked, "Are you encouraged to grow in

proficiency and increase your skill as a teacher?" 25 per
cent said

11

no 11 and 7 per cent were uncertain (11:349).

Almost one-third of the teachers could not say they were
being encouraged to be better teachers.

When asked, "Are

you recognized and rewarded for exceptional services to the
school and community?" only 42 per cent of the teachers
said "yes."
Additional evidence is provided by a survey by the
National Education Association.

Eleven per cent of the

teachers did not fully approve curricular experiments with
which they were involved at the time of the survey (16:24).
Another 16 per cent of the teachers reserved comment, suggesting that many administrators are not sensitive to the
needs of the teachers and may not be aware of teacher needs
and attitudes.
One may ask, what reliable source of information on
teacher opinions is available to an administrator?

He can

(1) define his own position and assume that teachers share
his viewpoint; (2) use the ordinary channels of communication in the school; or (3) examine the professional literature.
With respect to the first source, Bartholomew Wall
studied the attitudes of administrators, specialists, and
teachers toward the profession, toward their professional
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peers, toward children, and toward education as a community
agency by distributing a questionnaire to ninety professionals in Wayne County, Michigan.

He reported:

The major finding is that statistically significant
attitudinal differences exist among the mentioned
specialists, administrators and teachers • • • • The
teachers appear to be more authoritarian, conservative
and traditional than either the administrators or the
specialists (18:117).
This study and others like it, e.g., Arthur Blumberg•s (4)
and Robert

s.

Miller's (13), indicate that a principal can-

not presume to know teachers' opinions merely by defining
his own views.
Nor can administrators be confident of receiving the
necessary information directly from the teachers through
ordinary channels.

Forty-four per cent of the teachers

studied by Glen Rasmussen, for example, made large errors
in their interpretations of their principals' ideals (17:5-6).
Sixteen per cent of the teachers bluntly blamed an "unsympathetic administration" for their failure to achieve their
teaching ideals (17:4).
If the teachers are not receiving accurate information (according to Rasmussen's results they are not), then
the administrators will probably not be receiving adequate
information either.

A s,imilar conclusion is suggested by

the results of an investigation by Dwight Arnold (1).

In

studying the opinions of teachers and principals on aspects
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of group planning, he asked the participants to indicate
the extent of certain practices in their schools.

The

rating scale was:

5 - very often, 75 times out of 100

4 - often, 50 times out of 100
3 - sometimes, 25 times out of 100
2 - seldom, 10 times out of 100
1 - never, zero times out of 100 (1:203)
On the item

11

the leader is sensitive to members' feelings,"

the principals' rating was 4.3; the teachers• rating was 3.8.
On the item ttthe leader actually seeks critical comments
from members," the principals' rating was 4.1; the teachers•
rating was only 3.4.

On the item "the leader makes it easy

for the members to talk to him," the principals' rating was
4.6; the teachers rated it only 4.1 (1:206).
about half the time.)

(4.1 means

Arnold said, "The widest disagreements

between teachers and principals were on items concerning
interchange of thinking, especially when it involved possible
criticism" (1:207).
Apparently the lines of communication are not always
functioning adequately.

It seems that some principals can-

not determine teachers• views either by introspection or
from communication through the schools' ordinary channels.
Administrators have only one other source of information about teachers• opinions, the professional literature.
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Unfortunately, little research is available on the topic.
This issue is considered in detail in Chapter II.
With all three sources of administrators' information limited in reliability, a need is presented for research
in the field of teacher opinion, research that can assist
administrators in their task of improving teacher morale.
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

For the purposes of this study, teacher means only
personnel who have a full-time teaching assignment and who
are included in the population described on page six under
the heading "Scope of the Study.n
"building principal."

Administrator means only

Teachers were not asked to comment

upon the roles of supervisors or superintendents.

Innova-

1!.2!l. means a procedure that is new to the teacher or the
school using it.
III.
Scope.

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This investigation is based on a questionnaire

distributed to selected students enrolled in the summer
session of Central Washington State College and living in or
near Ellensburg, Washington, during the last week of July,

1966.

The population includes only those teachers meeting

the conditions specified above who were 26 years of age or
younger, who had one to three years of teaching experience,
and who taught in grades 10 to 12 during the preceding year.
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The characteristics of the population were chosen to
balance several factors.

First, some attempt to reduce the

variability of the population was appropriate.

Daniel E.

Griffiths has commented about teacher opinion surveys:
"Most studies fail to differentiate among the respondents
• • • • One study which did differentiate arrived at some
radically different conclusions" (8:160).

Second, to be

useful to principals, the teachers who have the characteristics of the research population should be easy to identify.
Classification by intelligence test results or other specialized information not commonly available to principals was
therefore inadvisable.

Third, the characteristics should be

sufficiently restrictive to offer the promise that the population may share common attitudes, yet not be so restrictive as
to reduce the population to an unreasonably small size.

Fourth,

data must be obtained from the largest possible fraction of
the population.

Deobald B. Van Dalen states that, "Partial

returns can introduce a bias that will render the obtained
data useless • • • • missing data might substantially change
the findings of the study (19:255).

This factor made it advis-

able to study only one specific population.

That is, the popu-

lation was not to be divided, for example, by soliciting
returns from both elementary and senior high school teachers
and then analyzing each group separately, for missing returns
from

~

groups would have to be charged against

~

group,

thereby decreasing confidence in the results for each group.
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The characteristics chosen for the population seemed
to balance the four factors.

The reasons for choosing young,

somewhat experienced senior high school teachers were as
follows:

Young teachers have just recently participated in

the common experience of college.

They have chosen teaching

as their primary vocational interest, as opposed to older
people (who might also be somewhat experienced) who may have
been primarily interested in the military or in business and
who enter teaching only after completing their careers in
these other fields.

They may therefore have a different

orientation toward education than their older colleagues.
A year or more of total responsibility for a classroom distinguishes the slightly experienced teacher from the
inexperienced teacher.

The practitioner who lives teaching

eight hours a day may not have the same attitudes as the
hour-a-day student of education.

A more homogeneous group

was anticipated by excluding inexperienced teachers.

Since

the population included only young people, teachers with
very much experience were also excluded.
The population was restricted to senior high school
teachers.

Teachers channel themselves into elementary,

junior high, or senior high school teaching.

Since their

attitudes toward education are sufficiently different to
induce them to take these different paths, one cannot assume
that they share common attitudes toward school administration.
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After the classification (of young, somewhat experienced high school teachers) was selected, the population was
restricted to summer quarter State College students living
in or near Ellensburg.

This was done to ensure that every

member of the population could be contacted.

Responses from

97 per cent of the total population are included in the data.
Limitations £!:_

~

study.

The teachers who took part

in the study are not a random sample of all the young experienced high school teachers in the state.

Four other state

institutions and several private colleges enroll such students.

Data for only one summer is included in the survey,

so the population does not represent all such students that
attend Central Washington State College during other summers.
(The 26:5 male-female ratio suggests that the population is
not representative of summer quarter enrollment, but information is not available to test this view.)

The population

does present some detailed information about one group of 31
teachers, information that may be combined with similar
studies in the future to obtain a comprehensive view of
teachers' attitudes in Washington.
IV.

HYPOTHESES

This investigation was conducted
1.

to determine if teachers prefer to work in a school
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that is administered according to democratic
principles.
2.

to determine if teachers want principals to have
positive attitudes toward instructional improvement.

3.

to determine if principals' current behavior maximizes instructional improvement.

4.

to determine if teachers respect a principal more
if he has an important position in society outside
the school.

5.

to determine if some general attitudes of the
selected teachers are associated with any patterns
of responses to other questions in the survey.
The first hypothesis derives its importance from the

fact that some authors of texts on administration base their
books on the premise that democracy in school administration
is philosophically and practically superior to any other
approach.

Daniel Griffiths' book, Human Relations !£

School Administration (10), is an example of one such text.
James A. Van Zwoll's School Personnel Administration is
another (24:10, 17)·

Van Zwoll states that

11

The bona fide

employment of employees in policy making, whenever that is
practicable, on a voluntary basis is one hallmark of moraleboosting democratic administration" (24:175).

He says that

"It may generally be expected that morale will be low under
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an oppressively autocratic administration" (24:174), but
adds that "Ir the autocratic administration is benevolent
and paternalistic, the level of morale could be fairly
high • • • " (24:174-175).

The studies of Becker (2) and

Bidwell (3) cited earlier in the chapter suggest that the
effects of democratic, oppressive autocratic, or benevolent
autocratic administration upon morale may not be the same
for all faculties but instead may depend to some extent on
the attitudes of the teachers involved.

If this suggestion

is a valid inference from their studies, then knowledge of
teachers• attitudes might be important to administrators
who are concerned about faculty morale.

In particular it

might be important to know if teachers want a democratic
school administration or not.
The second hypothesis is concerned with teachers'
attitudes towards the role of principals in instructional
improvement.

The authors of a textbook on high school

curriculum problems assert:

"Our American cultural scene

is changing rapidly, so rapidly that much of the curriculum
soon becomes out of date unless it is continually revised"

(7:89).

If the school programs should be revised and

improved, and if principals should take the teachers• attitudes and opinions into account when making administrative
decisions, then perhaps principals may be interested in data
concerning the second hypothesis.
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Griffith states, "Teachers expect the administration
to actively and aggressively seek to provide better working
conditions, including equipment, supplies, and buildings"
(8:156).

The present study is concerned with investigating

whether or not teachers do desire principals to have positive attitudes toward instructional improvement.
The third·hypothesis is closely related to the
second.

It is concerned with the same problem, determining

the attitude and the behavior with respect to instructional
improvement that teachers expect of principals.

However,

instead of asking what ought to be done, the questions ask
how well the current behavior matches ideal behavior.

A

different set of standards is operating here, standards
that are based on existing conditions, so the results of the
third hypothesis can perhaps be interpreted more readily
than those of the second hypothesis.

In particular, princi-

pals may presently be acting ideally.

The teachers' concep-

tion of an ideal principal may be realized already in their
present principal.

If so, there is little reason for the

principals to alter their behavior.
The fourth hypothesis is prompted by a statement of
Griffiths:

"They

Lfeacher~

expect him to lead in the

development of good community relations, particularly in
gaining recognition for the schools • • • 11 (10:156).

If the

statement is true, then teachers might want the principal to
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gain a position of honor and power in the community.

Such

a position might help him develop good staff relations.
Furthermore, the schools might gain greater recognition
from the community by association with the principal.

One

test of Griffiths' statement is to determine if teachers
want their principal to seek the honors of lay society and
if they will respect him more if he acts in accordance with
these views.

The test can be only indicative, not conclu-

sive, since there are many other approaches a principal
might use to develop good community relations.
With respect to the fifth hypothesis, it was hoped
that some response patterns might be found that might help
to classify the teachers.

This would provide a principal

with more information about the probable attitudes of
individual teachers on his staff.

Five items in the

questionnaire are related to this question.

(A complete

classification of the items in the questionnaire will be
found at the beginning of Chapter III.)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The field of teacher opinion has not been carefully
studied.

Research workers have not attempted to establish

teachers• views on specific aspects of administrative practice.

Two areas of research are reviewed here:

work that

deals specifically with views of administrative practice
and theory, and general surveys of teacher opinion.
I.

SPECIFIC SURVEYS

Only two studies are in the first category.

An

investigation by Mark Chesler, Richard Schmuck, and Ronald
Lippitt deals with the principal•s role in facilitating
innovation.

Using interviews and rating sheets, the team

collected data during the school year 1961-1962 and in the
fall of 1962 on the entire staffs of nine Midwestern elementary and secondary schools.

They assessed the personal

qualities, methods, and interrelations of the teachers and
the principals.
The investigation reveals a high correlation between
the amount of teacher-initiated innovation and the teachers•
perceptions of the principal 1 s innovative spirit (6:274).
It also indicates that principals who are sensitive to the
teachers• values and skills are associated with innovative
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faculties (6:275).

No specific recommendations or opinions

from teachers are included in the article.
The second study, an analysis by Carolyn Guss and a
committee of the Indiana Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, reports teachers' opinions on supervision.

Three hundred opinionnaires using open-ended ques-

tions were mailed to members of six groups of fifty people
each.

The groups included administrators, principals,

education professors, parents, supervisors, and teachers.
One hundred thirty-nine replies were analyzed.
The teachers thought the following four functions
were the most important tasks of supervisors:
1.

Help teachers, especially new ones, improve
classroom instruction.

2.

Hold individual conferences with teachers.

3.

Provide teacher guidance and improve morale.

4.

Serve as leader in curriculum development (9:100).
Item three, which states that supervisors should

improve teachers• morale, is the basis for this thesis.
The principal should know the extent to which teachers
desire individual conferences and the desired relationship
between administrator and teachers, among other things, if
he is to improve morale and act as an educational leader.
The author of the study did not report on these matters
beyond providing the list cited above.

Six recommendations
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included in her article were not concerned with either
teacher opinion or supervisory behavior based on teacher
attitude.

II.

GENERAL SURVEYS

General surveys of teacher opinions have been conducted by the National Education Association.

In 1939 the

N. E. A. polled 10,000 teachers; 3707 replies were used in
tabulating the results (14:226).

The report was basically

a status study, but many of the questions went beyond this
purpose.
The survey included questions requiring essay type
answers.

Included were the following:

What professional activities and duties do you
feel are being neglected because of your present
teaching load?
What additional comments or suggestions can you
offer regarding aspects of the teacher load situation
which impress you as unduly fatiguing, time consuming,
or burdensome?
What activities impress you as ineffective routine,
mere •red tape,• or responsibilities that are not
properly a part of teacher load?
What next steps do you feel should be taken for
better equalization or adjustments of teacher load?
( 14:269-270).
Although this survey provided administrators with a
great deal of valuable information on specific improvements
that should be given priority on the innovation schedule, it
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did not deal with the role of the administrator in effecting
improvements.
In 1945 the N. E. A. conducted a survey entitled
11

The Teacher woks at Personnel Administration."

This

study again combined a status study with a request for
opinions (15).

The teachers reported the elements in their

teaching situations that helped or hindered their teaching.
Although the 1945 study provided many ideas for questions
used in the questionnaire for the present thesis, the study
did not deal specifically with teachers• opinions of
administrators• roles in school improvement.
The third important investigation by the N. E. A. was
reported in 1951.

Only 2200 usable replies were.received

from 13,500 teachers who were polled (16:5), so the validity
of the survey is surely in doubt.

As in 1939, the report

provided much information on areas needing specific improvement, nothing on the behavior of the ideal administrator.
Three other studies must be mentioned in a survey of
teacher opinion research, although only one claims any relevance to a description of the administrator's role.

Francis

Chase analyzed questionnaires from 1784 teachers (5:127).
He did not specify the number of teachers he originally
contacted, so the percentage of return and the validity of
his results cannot be determined.

He supplemented the ques-

tionnaire with interviews of 500 teachers.

With respect to
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administrators he says:
Dynamic and stimulating leadership by the building
principal and by the superintendent of schools are both
rated as of the highest importance to satisfaction by
more than 85 per cent of the respondents who said they
had this kind of leadership (5:128).
Later he says:
Stimulating professional leadership from fair and
sympathetic administrators and supervisors is one of
the most important ingredients in teacher satisfaction.
The evidence of the check lists in regard to the importance of professional leadership was strongly reinforced
by the interviews. The most important characteristics
of professional leadership appear to be vision, courage,
integrity, and competence; other qualities highly valued
by teachers are friendliness, understanding, and
appreciation (5:131).
E.

c.

Hunter did a study with a scope almost as large

as the 1939 and 1951 N. E. A. studies.

In 1950 he sent out

1837 questionnaires, one to each public school teacher in
New Orleans, receiving 465 replies (11:347)•

He asked

forty-three "yes" or "nott type questions.
Some of the results raise interesting questions that
are explored by the present thesis.

For example, "Are your

general working conditions such as to encourage you to give
your best services to classroom teaching?"
cent of the teachers said ttno" (11:348).

In 1953, 49 per
Unfortunately,

his study cannot tell us why, or how the situation could
have been changed.

"Does the administration and supervisory

staff f:Si<iJ assist you and cooperate with you in every way
possible in the performance of your duties as a classroom
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teacher?"

In 1953, 39 per cent said "no," 11 per cent were

undecided (11:349).

This thesis delves a little bit into

the problems that Hunter's data reveals.
The last research report to be considered was described by I.ouis Kaplan in 1952.

He asked 250 elementary

teachers to select the items that pertained to them from a
check list of 100 items dealing with teacher annoyances.
His rate of return was apparently 100 per cent (12:655).
As in the N. E. A. studies, many problem areas were identified, but no solutions were reconunended.

One area of inter-

est involves the fact that 12 per cent of the teachers felt
"very disturbed or greatly annoyed" by "principals who exert
pressure on teachers to improve the academic accomplishments
of the class" (12:657).
III.

SUMMARY

The eight surveys considered above are the only important studies available in the literature.

Others that might

seem pertinent are minor editions of the eight.

None of the

articles deals definitively with the problem of teachers'
perceptions of the administrative role.

CHAPTER III
PLAN OF RESEARCH
The selection of the population and the choice of
hypotheses are described in Chapter I.

A questionnaire was

chosen as the most appropriate instrument for use with the
desired population.

Interviews or use of Q-sort techniques

were rejected on the assumption that formally structured or
time-consuming techniques such as these would reduce the
fraction of teachers willing to cooperate in the study.
I.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The literature of school administration and school
personnel management was examined in order to obtain issues
pertinent to the hypotheses of the study.

Several hundred

questions were developed, and forty-seven were finally
chosen to be included in the questionnaire.
were chosen to satisfy two criteria.
bear upon a hypothesis.

These items

First, they were to

Second, even when standing alone,

they were to be of interest to a high school principal concerned about the attitudes of his teachers.

The questions

were not forced into any particular form since to do so
might reduce the value of each question so distorted.
The number of questions relevant to each hypothesis
had to be restricted.

If the entire questionnaire had been
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devoted to questions on one hypothesis, the respondents
might have become fatigued, answering carelessly or mechanically, or refusing to complete the form.

An attempt was

made to reduce respondents• fatigue by arranging the questions in the questionnaire in a random order.

This was

done by assigning each question a number and then placing
it in the same order as the numbers from a table of random
numbers.

This arrangement also limited the associations

made between two similar questions and the resulting tendency to answer all similar questions in exactly the same
way.
II.

CIASSIFICATION OF THE QUESTIONS

The questions are classified below into five groups
corresponding to the five hypotheses discussed previously.
Each question cited retains its number in the original
questionnaire.
Group I, questions dealing with democratic administration, is divided into two subgroups.

The names of the

subgroups and the question-numbers in each follow.
A.

Democratic-autocratic choice:

3, 5, 12, 14, 15,

18, 27, 33.
B.

Extent of participation (This group attempts to

determine the extent to which members of the school staff
should participate in school administration and school
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improvement):

4, 19, 29, 30, 45, 46.

Group II includes the questions dealing with teachers'
expectations about the principal's positive and negative
attitudes.

The questions are numbered 10, 13, 20, 21, 24,

36, 39, 40, 41, and 47.
The Group III questions deal with the extent to
which principals' current behavior maximizes instructional
improvement.

Included in this group are questions 25, 28,

34, 43, and 44.
Group IV includes the questions dealing with the
influence of the principal's position in society upon his
prestige among his faculty members.

These are questions 1,

2, 6, 11, 17, 26, and 31.
Group V, questions relating to some general attitudes
of teachers, attitudes that may associate with certain
response patterns of the teachers, includes questions 7, 9,
22, 35, and 37·
III.

THE RESEARCH POPULATION

The director of the Data Processing Center of
Central Washington State College provided a list of names
and addresses of all the graduate students at the summer
session who were twenty-six years of age or younger.

Since

the list included each student's field of study, some
students obviously not part of the desired population (such
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as elementary education students) were eliminated from the
list.

The reduced list was the basis for personal contact

with each possible respondent.

Where possible, students

were contacted in Education classes.

Others were contacted

by a visit to the Ellensburg home of each student whose
name remained on the list.

Every member of the target popu-

lation meeting the following conditions was contacted and
received a questionnaire:
1.

Registered at Central Washington State College for
graduate work during the last week of July, 1966.
Living in or near Ellensburg, Washington, at the

2.

time.

3.

Twenty-six years of age or younger.

4.

One to three years of teaching experience.

5.

Taught in a senior high school (grades 10 to 12)
during the preceding school year, 1965-66.
At the time the survey was taken, only 34 teachers

met the conditions specified.

The replies of 31 of the 34

are contained in this report.

Of the three missing replies,

two are probably accounted for by theft from the author's
mailbox.

After mail from the box had been stolen, one

questionnaire and two empty envelopes were found in various
places around the building.

It is not believed that such a

loss would bias the sample, but only reduce the population
to 32.
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Since an investigation of the extent to which different samples of teachers have common characteristics is a
task beyond the scope of this thesis, the problem has been
precluded as much as possible by limiting the differences
of the population by considering only teachers meeting the
five conditions listed above.
IV.

ADDITIONAL FACTS ABOUT THE POPULATION

The teachers in the sample were all senior high school
teachers, but every level was represented in their background
of teaching experience.

Ten had one year of teaching experi-

ence; 13 had two years, and eight had three years.

All had

taught the previous year--at schools ranging in size from a
seven-teacher staff to one with 75 teachers.
and six women made up the sample.

Twenty-five men

Twenty-eight of the 31

were studying to complete the Fifth Year requirements, and
24 were working on Master's degree programs.

Teachers in

the sample represented the following departments:

Business

Education (2); English (9); Foreign Language (l); Home
Economics (5); Industrial Arts (2); Mathematics (7); Music

(4); Physical Education (4); Science (4); and Social
Studies (7).

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
In this chapter each of the five groups of data will
be discussed separately.
I.

DEMOCRATIC ATTITUDES--GROUP I

Democratic-autocratic choice (Subgroup A_).

The data

for this subgroup are summarized in Table I, page 25.

As

the table shows, 77 per cent of the teachers believe schools
should be administered democratically.

Considering the

emphasis placed on the democratic way of doing things in
conventional teacher education textbooks, the figure is surprisingly low.

Sixteen per cent of the teachers answered

"non and six per cent have no opinion.

Fifty-eight per cent

of the teachers say that every teacher who might be affected
by a decision should share in making it, rather than leaving
it up to the principal to consider the positions of the
teachers and make the decision himself.
Questions 5, 12, 18, and 27 test the strength of the
teachers• convictions.
racy.

Only once do they sacrifice democ-

Adding the results of all six questions, the

11

demo-

cratic11 option was chosen by 47 per cent, the "autocratic"
option by 42 per cent of the teachers.
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TABLE I
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO DEMOCRATIC-AUTOCRATIC
CHOICE QUESTIONS (GROUP I-A)
Question

3.

Teachers expect democratic administration

Response

Percentage*

yes
no
doesn•t matter
no opinion

I~

a

61
35

0

6

Teachers prefer democrat (a), dedicated
autocrat (b)

b

Teachers prefer democrat (a), innovative
autocrat (b)

b

68

Decision-making:
Teachers share (a),
advise (b)

a

58

b

35

Teachers• feelings on
question 14 (above)

strongly agree a
strongly disagree a
strongly agree b
strongly disagree b
strongly agree both
strongly disagree both
no strong feelings

23

Planning for new
activities: principal (a), teachers (b)

a

26
58

27

Teachers prefer democrat (a), overtime
working autocrat (b)

a

33.

Principal should ever
require a course of
study

yes
no
doesn•t matter
no opinion

12.

14.

15·

18.

a

b

b

19

6

13

3
19

6

29

39
39

*Percentages are calculated as a fraction of thirty-one, the
-total number of respondents.
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These questions seemed to produce a great deal of
conflict and tension.

For example, all thirty-one teachers

responded to the item before question 27, but 23 per cent
refused to make a decision on question 27.

One teacher who

did not answer the question felt constrained to write
"REALLY OON'T KNOWI"

Similarly, all the teachers responded

to question 17, but only 84 per cent answered question 18.
Conunenting on the tension produced by these questions, a
teacher wrote, "I seem to be contradicting myself on whether
a principal should be autocratic or democratic because I
believe he should strongly consider the teacher's opinion
and then make the final decision himself.

He is the bossl"

An examination of questions 14 and 15 further defines
the teachers' attitudes.

The majority of the teachers

believe they should have a share in making decisions that
affect them.

However, a substantial fraction prefer to

leave the decision-making to the principal--with the proviso
that he keep their positions in mind while making his
decision.
Almost half of the teachers do not care about the
decision-making process in the school or strongly disagree
with the two democratically oriented processes stated in
question 14.

But, since people without firm convictions

tend to follow the lead of those who feel strongly, and
since those who do agree strongly with the democratic
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approach greatly outnumber the strongly disagreeing group

(55 per cent to 16 per cent), many of the "no strong feeling" teachers would probably align themselves with the
majority--democratic--viewpoint.
In order to obtain a response to at least one
particular question involving possible administratorteacher conflict, question 33, "Should a principal ever
require a teacher to use a particular course of study?" was
included.

Thirty-two per cent said "yes," 45 per cent said

"no" and 16 per cent said "doesn't matter" or "no opinion."
As in questions 14 and 15, about one-half of the teachers
oppose an authoritarian approach; many seem to think that
such an approach is appropriate, and some do not seem to
care one way or another.

The population definitely is not

speaking with one voice.
Extent of participation (Subgroup B).

This subgroup

deals with the extent to which teachers want staff members
to participate in school administration and program improvement.

The data for this subgroup is summarized in Table II,

page 28.
A faculty legislature to advise the administration
is an obvious and frequently mentioned device for implementing democratic administration of a school.

The fact that

every teacher responded with an opinion on question 29
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TABLE II
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO THE EXTENT OF
PARTICIPATION QUESTIONS (GROUP I-B)
Question

4.

19.

29.

30.

45.

46.

Response

Percentage*

Second year principal
may introduce innovations

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

10

a. Defend innovations
to superintendent:
teacher, principal

teacher primarily
principal primarily
both equally

23
74

b. Defend innovations
to general public:
teacher, principal

teacher primarily
principal primarily
both equally

39
61

Teachers desire an
advisory faculty
legislature

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

77

~

3

0

48
42

10
0

Teachers desire a full
power faculty legislature

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

Coaches should participate in instructional
improvement programs

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

81

Teachers• faculties
expect coaches to participate in instructional
improvement programs

yes
no
don't know

84

10

77

3

10

6

~
6
6

*Percentages are calculated as a fraction of thirty-one, the
. total number of respondents.
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would suggest either that he had thought about the idea
before and was prepared to give his considered opinion or
that he did not feel threatened by the question.

Forty-

eight per cent favor establishing an advisory faculty
legislature; 42 per cent oppose the idea, and 10 per cent
feel it does not matter one way or the other.

These

results are consistent with the pattern described for the
Democratic-Autocratic choice results.
Question 30 (Table II) is of particular interest
when compared with question 3 (Table I).

The results are

almost exactly opposite in the two questions.

It seems

that teachers do not think of an authoritative (and responsible) faculty legislature as an appropriate part of a
democratic administration.
The majority of the teachers believe principals and
all faculty members should be involved in improving the
school program and in explaining the improvements to the
superintendent and to the public.

The answers to questions

4, 19, 45, and 46, together with question 12 (Table I) in
which 68 per cent of the teachers prefer a principal who
11

is continually taking the initiative to introduce improve-

ments into the school program," indicate a general desire
by the teachers for the participation of both teachers and
administrators in instructional improvement.
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II.

GROUP II:

TEACHERS' EXPECTATIONS

ABOUT PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES
The next set of data to be examined concerns how
teachers feel about the positive and negative attitudes of
their principals.

The topic is covered in questions 10, 13,

20, 21, 24, 36, 39, 40, 41, and 47, with the results presented in Table III, page 31.

The questions are directly

related to the second hypothesis of the thesis, about whether or not teachers want principals to have positive
attitudes toward instructional improvement.
Before discussing teachers' expectations, it is
advisable to see just how important non-positive attitudes
can be in affecting teachers• actions.

Question 10 asks,

"Would you want to talk over with the principal an idea for
improving the school if you thought the principal would be
opposed to the idea ? 11
answered "yes."

Eighty-one per cent of the teachers

This shows a remarkable lack of concern for

the principal's negative attitude.

Their response is not

accidental nor is it a result of the phrasing of the question,
for question 21 asks, "Would you feel like working up and
writing a proposal for a possible instructional improvement
if you thought there was a 50-50 chance the principal would
look at it seriously?"
said "yes."

Eighty-four per cent of the teachers

Once again, these teachers said definitely that
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TABLE III
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO TEACHERS' EXPECTATIONS ABOUT
PRINCIPALS I ATTITUDES QUESTIONS (GROUP II)
Question

Response

Percentage*

10.

Teachers want to talk
over ideas, even with
a negative principal

yes
no

81
19

13·

Teachers want.regularly
scheduled meetings with
their principals

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

45
35
13
6

20.

Principals should delegate all instructional
supervision to viceprincipals

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

3
87
10
0

21.

Teachers will write up
a proposal if it has a
50-50 chance to be
considered

yes
no

84
16

24.

Formal teacher evaluation tends to reduce
teacher innovation

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

23
32
3
42

36.

Principals, teachers
should initiate discussion of new ideas

principal
teachers

48
29

37.

Teachers expect principals to provide a
cultural environment

yes
no

81
10
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TABLE III (Continued)

Question

Response

Percentage*

40.

Teachers want to be told
how much money is available for experimentation
and innovation

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

58
6
16
13

41.

Evaluation of a teacher
in the midst of innovation is fair

yes, it is fair
no, it is not fair

58
29

47.

Teachers feel free to
ask principals for
materials to help their
programs

yes
no
don't know

90
6
0

*Percentages are calculated as a fraction of thirty-one, the
-total number of respondents.
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non-positive administration attitudes would not deter them
from seeking to present proposals for improving the school.
One more figure reinforces the last statement.
Question 47 deals with the teachers' willingness to ask for
money for their programs.

Considering the nature of school

budgets, teachers must often expect requests for money to
be refused.

Yet 90 per cent said they were willing to ask

for more funds for their programs.

It is unfortunate that

six per cent are restrained from asking even when they are
sure the money would help their programs, but the 90 per
cent who are affirmative constitute a dramatic display of
personal confidence.
The effect of formal teacher evaluations as possible
inhibiting influences is evaluated in questions 24 and 41.
Twenty-three per cent of the teachers believe that standard
rating forms hamper innovation; 35 per cent believe they do
not, and the rest (42%) have no opinion on the subject.
This supervisory device is certainly open to question, but
the large proportion of teachers who did not express an
opinion greatly reduces the value of the results.
question 41 is more complete.

Data for

Most teachers think it !.2,

fair for the principal to rate or evaluate a teacher involved
in a major curricular change, but formal evaluation of this
sort would tend to antagonize about one-fourth of the faculty.
One unusual fact should be noted.

Of the teachers who
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answered "yes" to question 24, only one marked "no" on
question 41.

In other words, 48 per cent of the population

would feel restricted or antagonized under the conditions
of the question.

Only three per cent would be both restricted

and antagonized.

This is not a close critical examination

of teacher evaluations, but to a limited extent the use of
standard evaluation instruments would seem to be in opposition to teacher opinion.
Five questions provide some information about how
much the teachers want specific activities.

(1) When asked

if responsibilities should be transferred away from principals, the teachers gave the present system a vote of confidence.

Eighty-seven per cent of the teachers would rather

have the principal involved in curriculum improvement (even
though he presently reserves only a part of his time for
that responsibility) than have a full-time vice-principal
in charge of the curriculum.

(2) About half of the teachers

approve of regularly scheduled meetings between the principal and each individual teacher.
by such an arrangement.

A third would be displeased

(3) In the answers to question 36

the emphasis is clearly on the principal initiating the
contact.

However, teachers certainly do not want to be

prohibited from beginning the discussion.

(4) Most teachers

want to know how much money is available before they start
working on a project.

(5) Question 39 is directed to
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finding the degree to which teachers hold principals
responsible for providing a stimulating cultural environment.

More than 80 per cent of the total population

(almost 90 per cent of the teachers responding to the question) affirm that the principal does have a responsibility
to provide a stimulating cultural climate for the faculty.
III.

GROUP III:

THE CURRENT BEHAVIOR OF PRINCIPALS

The third hypothesis is investigated with questions
25, 28, 34, 43, and 44.

These seven items were designed to

answer the question, do principals presently seem to be
working with teachers so as to maximize instructional
improvement?

The data is presented in Table IV, page 36.

The crucial questions in the series are numbers 43
and 44.

As Table IV shows, 65 per cent of the teachers

said they did not have any ideas they were not able to try;
however, 32 per cent said "yes."

The reasons given for

"yes" answers include lack of experience, lack of money,
lack of time, lack of facilities, the structure of the
school day, and obstructionist administrators.

Perhaps the

aborted ideas of these teachers would harm rather than
improve the educational system; no evidence is available to
judge that issue.

However, the teachers themselves feel

convinced, apparently, that the ideas are progressive.

TABLE IV
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO THE PRINCIPALS' CURRENT
BEHAVIOR QUESTIONS (GROUP III)
Response

Question

25.

More sympathy to novel
ideas can be expected
from faculty committees,
principals
Comments:

Percentage*

faculty committees
principals

32

48

It would depend on the situation.
Teachers would be more receptive,
since they are all in a group.
Principals are too sensitive to
public opinion to be receptive
Principals have to make the final
decisions anyway.
Principals can be more objective
Teachers might be jealous and
overcritical
Principals are very receptive

28.

Principals generally
receive ideas positively, negatively

positively
negatively

68
23

34.

Principals give teachers
the feeling that the
school budget is very
limited

yes
no

71

If "yes," teachers
believe the budget is
that limited

yes
no
don't know

Teachers have innovative
ideas they have not been
able to try

yes
no

43.

26

10

6

10

32
65
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TABLE IV (Continued)

Question

44.

Response

Percentage*

If the answer to question 43 is "yes," the
ideas have not been
tried because:
Lack of time
Lack of money
Lack of experience or self-confidence
School's dedication to status quo
Lack of support
Lack of facilities
Opposition by administration
Opposition by public and student opinion
Structure of the school day

*Percentages are calculated as a fraction of thirty-one, the
total number of respondents.
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Two questions (28 and 34) deal specifically with how
teachers perceive the principals' current attitudes.

Sixty-

eight per cent believe that principals receive ideas for
school improvement positively; 23 per cent see a generally
negative reception.

Seventy-one per cent of the teachers

were given the impression by their principals that funds
were available for innovations, but 26 per cent were left
with the feeling that money was so limited that it was not
worthwhile to talk about any innovations that would cost
additional money.

The responses to questions 28 and 34 indi-

cate that principals in only a slim majority of cases communicate a positive attitude toward instructional improvement.
The last question to be considered here (25) deals
with a possible change in school organization.

Forty-eight

per cent of the teachers feel a principal provides a more
sympathetic and receptive audience for novel ideas than
would a faculty committee.
site way.

Only 32 per cent feel the oppo-

Half again as many teachers rate the principal

even higher than other teachers on the quality of sympathetic
and receptive listening.

The results agree well with the

high percentage of principals who communicate a positive
attitude toward instructional improvement (question 28).
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IV.

GROUP IV:

THE INFLUENCE OF THE PRINCIPAL'S

POSITION IN LAY SOCIETY
The fourth group of questions centers on the problem:

"Do teachers value a principal more highly if he has an
important position in society outside his school?"

The

answer involves questions 1, 2, 6, 11, 17, 26, and 31 with
the results shown in Table V, page 40.

With only minor

exceptions the teachers' responses show disinterest in a
principal's status outside the school setting.
the results of these seven questions:

Sununing up

14 per cent of the

responses are "yes"; 41 per cent are "no," and 40 per cent
are "doesn•t matter."

That is, 14 per cent of the time

teachers would be influenced by circumstances that increase
the principal's prestige in lay society.

Eighty-one per

cent of the time they would not be influenced.
It may be noted that one-fourth of the teachers gave
two-thirds of the "yes" answers.

However, no teacher

answered "yes" more than three times out of the seven opportunities, and only 13 per cent of the teachers had as many
as three "yes" answers.

Forty-two per cent of the teachers

did not respond "yes" even once, leaving 58 per cent who did
respond "yes" one or more times.

In short, most teachers

are influenced a little bit by a principal's social standing;
very few are influenced very much.
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TABLE V

RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO THE INFLUENCE OF
OUTSIDE HONORS QUESTIONS (GROUP IV)
Question

Response

Percentage*

1.

Teachers expect principals to be community
leaders

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

19
32
48
0

2.

Teachers respect a principal more if he is a
community leader

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

6
42
42
10

6.

Teachers respect a principal more if he is
prominent in state
politics

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

19
48
26
6

11.

Teachers respect a principal more if he is an
officer in his principals' association

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

13
32
48
6

17·

Teachers respect a principal more if he
occupies an important
church office

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

10
45
42
3

26.

Teachers respect a principal more if he has
written articles for
education journals

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

19
45
32
3

31.

Teachers are more willing to try an innovation
if the principal has
published an article
about it

yes
no
doesn't matter
no opinion

10
45
42
3

*Percentages are calculated as a fraction of thirty-one, the
total number of respondents.
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V.

GROUP V:

GENERAL ATTITUDES

The final group of questions samples the teachers•
general attitudes.

The data for these questions is summarized

in Table VII, page 42.

The teachers rank their schools from

"excellent" to "very poor."

Fifty-eight per cent of the

districts were considered to be above average, while 23 per
cent were ranked below average.

The median falls in the

"slightly above average" class.

Teachers seem to be a little

prouder of their districts than objective analysis of a random
sample would permit.
They believe, in the ratio of 55 to 29 per cent, that
general philosophical grounds should predominate over technical knowledge when school policy is formed.

And they have

a considerable degree of confidence in the value of specialized professional training for school administrators.

Thirty-

five per cent tend to respect a principal more highly if he
received his Master's degree in educational administration.
Thirteen per cent prefer a man with an academic degree.
(Forty-eight per cent chose the "neutral" response.)
Question 35, unfortunately, adds little information.
It was left blank by 39 per cent and seemed to confuse many
of those who did answer.

The question asks how teachers

could be held responsible for increased authority.
relevant replies seem to form two groups.

The

One group centers
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TABLE VI
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO THE GENERAL ATTITUDES
QUESTIONS (GROUP V)
Question

7.

Percentage*

excellent
well above average
slightly above average
average
slightly below average
well below average
very poor

13
3

School policies should
be made on the basis of
technical knowledge,
general philosophy

technical knowledge
general philosophy

29
55

Teachers respect a principal more if his
Master's degree is in an
academic area, administration

academic discipline
educational
administration
neutral

13

35.

Teachers who are given
authority can be held
responsible for their
actions in this way:

progress reports required
teachers execute policy
teachers defend policies to
the public
teachers check each other
teachers should not be asked
to accept authority
checks on teachers are
unnecessary
A faculty cannot be held
responsible, so it should
not be given authority
"I don't know"

37.

Principals should provide the following
types of recognition
for high quality
teaching:

private, personal commendation
praise at a faculty meeting
extra pay
more freedom to try new ideas
a voice in setting policy
Teaching is its own reward
0
I don t t knowt1

9.

22.

The quality of the
teacher's school
system was:

Response

6

19
32
19

6

35
48

*Percentages are calculated as a fraction of thirty-one, the
total number of respondents.
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on the idea that teachers should execute their own policy,
with the unstated assumption that the execution of bad
policy is a punishing task.

The other set of conunents says

that teachers cannot be held responsible, adding that principals should therefore keep their policy making power.
The free responses to question 35 do not affect any of the
other interpretations offered in this chapter.
The last question to be considered, number 37, asks
for ways to reward teachers for high quality teaching.

The

replies were scattered, perhaps because of disinterest,
perhaps because the teachers feel they have no new ideas to
contribute.

Four main approaches were cited:

(1) private

gestures of appreciation by the principal, (2) public recognition at faculty meetings or banquets, (3) merit pay, and
(4) "Good teaching is its own reward."

Group recognition

was noted, but seemed to be the least significant form of
reward.

The teachers generally wanted society's official

representative to confirm the fact that they had done something important for education.
In sununary, no interesting associations were found
between the responses to any of the general attitude questions and any of the other questions in the questionnaire.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The data discussed in Chapter IV seem to indicate
that a majority of the teachers believe in democratic
school administration (as they conceive the word "democratic");
however, a sizable minority does not.

Furthermore, only a

very small fraction of the sample favors democratic administration when it thinks autocratic administration can do a
better job.
The results of the second set of questions (Group
I-B) support the view that the teachers want every member
of the staff to participate in improving the school, but
they are not interested in a formal faculty legislature
that would act as the policy making body of the school.
The population seems to separate the functions of maintaining and improving the schools.

These teachers want the

principal to do his job of maintaining the school and want
everyone to participate in improving the school.
With respect to the second hypothesis, the responses
suggest that most teachers want the principal to continue to
have primary responsibility for instructional supervision;
they want regular conununication with him; they feel it is
his obligation to initiate the process; they want access to
the information that is likely to affect policy decisions
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that affect them; and they want the principal to provide a
vital cultural environment.
The expectations that the teachers have of their
principals can be summed up:

the teachers hope that the

principals will initiate a process of discovering and
implementing new ideas.

The results discussed above, com-

bined with the answers to questions 5 and 12 shown in
Table I (which indicate a preference for administrators
dedicated to high standards and striving to initiate new
ideas to improve the school program, even if these administrators are not "democratic"), indicate that teachers do
want principals to have positive attitudes toward instructional improvement.
The responses to the questions examined in Group III
were mixed.

Principals seem to be highly regarded in some

respects, but to a large minority of teachers there are
problems.
try.
ideas.

These teachers say they have ideas they cannot

Many principals are perceived as being hostile to new
Many discourage teachers by stressing the limitations

of the school budget.

Although the evidence does not lead

to the conclusion that administrators prevent schools from
benefitting from innovation, it does suggest that the maximum benefits possible probably have not been realized
because administrators are insensitive to or ignorant of
the feelings of some groups of teachers.
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With respect to the fourth hypothesis, in only 14
per cent of the responses did the teacher indicate that they
were interested in the principal's position in society.
Eighty-one per cent of the responses indicated that the
teachers do not expect or desire the principal to gain
prominence in lay society.

Most of the teachers would be

interested occasionally; few would ever care very much.
The items of the questionnaire that pertained to the
general attitudes of the teachers contributed virtually no
information.

No particular patterns appeared to be associ-

ated with teachers who were proud or disappointed in their
school districts, nor with those who might be termed
philosophers or technicians, nor with academists or educationists.

The free response question produced few comments,

and these had little uniformity of content.
The interpretations discussed above are limited, of
course, to the teachers who participated in the study.

The

limitations of the study were explained in Chapter I where
it was noted that the research population was small, only
thirty-one people, and was not a random sample of the young,
experienced high school teachers of the state.

However, the

population did include almost all the people in that classification at the college.

When the data are considered, it

should also be remembered that the questionnaire has not
been standardized on any other population.

The results of
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the study should be examined with the specific questions of
the questionnaire kept in mind.
The whole purpose of this thesis is based on the
view that an administrator's actions should generally be
congruent with teachers• expectations.

If the progress of

the school requires that he act in opposition to the present
attitudes of the teachers, he must exert himself to know and
then to change those attitudes so that they will be congruent with his actions.

It is hoped that the material

presented in this thesis may serve to increase the congruence
of administrators• actions and teachers• attitudes and to
reduce organizational friction that impedes our educational
system in its progress to the highest possible level of
quality.
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APPENDIX

The Teacher's Perception of the Principal and His Role
Please do NOT put your name on this paper. To protect
you further, each individual questionnaire will be held in
strictest confidence. There are no "wrong" answers; please
express your real feelings.
Please answer the following questions by CIRCLING the
appropriate answer(s) or by writing in the space provided.

(K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)

A.

Level of teaching experience

B.

Number of years of teaching experience

c.

Did you teach full time last year, 1965-66? (yes, no)
If "yes" about how many teachers were in your buildir:g?

D.

Age

E.

Sex

(o,

1 1 2, 3,
more than 3)

---

(26 or under, over 26)
(male, : female)

F. Are you working on a Master's degree?

(yes,

no)

G.

Are you completing your Fifth Year requirements?

H.

In what department did you teach last year?
Sel:f-contained
Ma.thematics
English
Vocational Trades
Foreign languages
Music
Library
Physical Education

(yes,

Science
Social Studies
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
Counseling
Art
Other (please specify

no)

----)

The Teacher's Perception of the Principal

1.

an~

His Role

Do you expect your p:rincipS'.,l to be a community leader (s'.lch as a
town councilma.n or chairman for the collI!llunity cheet drive)?
yes no doe:.=m ~t matter no opinion

2.

Would you respect him and :follow his lead in matters of e1iucational
change more willingly if he were a community leader?
yes no d.oesn u.t !Tl8.tter no opinion

3. Do you believe a principal should administer his school democratically?
yes

4.

no

doesn!t matter

no opinion

Do you feel it is appropriate for a pri~cipal to attempt to introduce
important changes into the z.chool program after one year as principal
of the building?
yes no doesnit !00,tter no opinion

5. Would you rather teach in a school with a principal who
a. administers the school democratically, enthusiastically supports
the educational views of his teachers, and allows each teacher to
have his own standards for the amount of effo:r.t ani the quality of
teaching that is appropriate.
OR.

b. ad.ministers the school a.utoc:ratically J is dedicated. to a high
ideal of education.Y and expectE'· :fro:m. himself and all tre 8taff high
standar..is of' effort and of qua.li ty o
b.
a.

6. Woul1. you respect

a principal more if he were prom:inent in state

politics?
yes

no

d.oes:-:1 :t m9,t.ter

no opi:n:lon

7.

Do you think the q".lality of the school system in which you taught
last yea,r wa.s
Excellent :1 well above average:- slightly abc-ve iS.ve:rage .'' e.vera.ge,
elightly below s,verage;; r;ell below avera.ge_, very ;-oor

8.

a.

Should the principa.l s:pecH'y a :philosophy "J:~' .~jucs,t:ion for the school

OR
b.

should. the te&.chers develo:r;:> one coopera.ti ve-ly

OR
c.

9.

.::hould each teacher be s.llowed. tc operg,te un-:ler hi:::. own philosophy?
a.
b.
c.

Should school policies be made on the basi .:; of ;.;ech."'.l.1~a.l knowledge
or on general philosophical grounrl.s?
Tecbn1cal k.."'1C4<lei:lge
Ge:n::::~'l.1 :~h:ilc·SuJ)hy

10.

Would you W':l.nt to talk. over with the principal an i5.e'3l fc:r improving
the echool if you thoug.ti.t t.he principal woul:J. be .2pp:se-i to the iC:.ea?
yes
no

11.

Would. you respect a. principal mere a.::J.d follow h:i.a le·:>,d. more willingly
if he were a prominent officer in his principa.l>:" ~ .i:i,ssociation?
yt?.s no d.oesn~t. matter no orinion

J2.

Would you r&.the:r· t::::ach in a E"chool with s. princ ipa.1 wh::

a. a·im:i.ni:-:ite:rs the school quite de:mocratics,l.ly 9,nd for his ow.n pEtrt
wants to m~intain the status .l~ in G, smooth :r.ounr.. i:ng '2c~!!ool
OR
-b. administers the school autocratically 5ond iiS cJntinually taking
the initiative to introduce improvements into the school program.
a. b.
13.

Would you favor the ic.1":~ iJf regul8.rly scheduled me..stings bet•:,.;·een the
princi:p.<il and. each indivi1ua.1 te&c!.'ier~ say for a h-11.f :t..Ju::-· ~e~.s:i J:rl
once every three weeks?
yes no a.oesn ~t matter no opinion

14.

Which of these statements do you agree with more?

a. "Every teacher who might be a.ffected. by .St decision should share in
making it."
b" "Since he will be held respon2ible for the dec:is:ion., the principal
should take into acco·:mt the thinking_, per·2.onali ties :1 c.::tpabilities and
respons:i.bili ty of the teachers affected and make the d.ecis:ion himself."
a..
b.

15.

Do you feel S'.tronely a.bout either o:f the two t:~:atement:: above:?
strongly a.gr-ee. a ..
Ptronely di.ssg:r,21? .'3..
no strong feelings.
strongly :i gree b.
2t:nnc;ly di. ,~e grc :- b.
i:;r:·:rong1y sgr<:e both.
-:trcngly dis.;-; S"ree b:it.h ..

16.

:Co you think your fa.culty .1'9.:::t y.':-o..:r: could for'!l'.ul>5.te 7d.UC"-3tion!11 policy
th:i,t would. be as gooi a.~ th.a.+.- i~,.;:~":'mi.ned. by your· 1J~'.'.'inc:i1a.l?
Y"' .~ n) don·: ·t. 1<.'1:)'-.7

17.

Wou.10. you :respect a princ::p·sd mcr' Lf. he o·~~upi.·':'-C. >::1!"1 ~.Jr.: ·:r·i:.:,,nt:
po::i t:icn in a church tha.n :if !'.;.e o.::i not bel')n~ t·--: .:;.ny ::-e-li ~ious gTou:p?
yes no doe~n t ms:i:+el" n0 op:i.nion
0

1

18.

Would. you !'<f,,ther teach in a scho0l w:tth a wJ:r:i.cit1Stl ~,r:!l0
l.evelops by himself .s wo::.11-ccg:..ni.zc:-J. pbn :!-\. r c-•r::-ry n-;:-w act. ivity
in ....h~ schcol

a.

OR
re1:il7P on
they ·2ee fit.'?

b"

teache,:r.~

tc d.E-veloi: i:·Lsns fo·r n;:•.r s.ctiviti.i::
"J "
b"

0

;:,.;.

IDLlCh

<j'2

19. ,;,,.

Should the teacher involved, or the principal or both be expected
to defend a. controversial change in the instructional program to the
superintendent'?
teacher primurily
principa.l primarily
both equally

b.

Who should be expected. to defend the measure to the general public?
teacher primarily
principal prtmarily
both equally

20.

Should. the principal stop a.11 his efforts to improve instruction and
appoint a vi.ce-principa.l whose sole duty would be to maintain and
improve the instructional program?
yes no doesn't matter no opinion

21.

Wruld you feel like workins up a·nd writing up a proposal for a
possible instructional improvement if you thought there was a 50-50
chance the principal would look a.t it seriously?
yes
no

22.

Wouli you respect more a principal with a Master's degree in an
academic di~cipline or a principal with one in ed.uca.tional administration?
academic discipline
educational administration
neutral

23.

Do you like to participate in school improvements with a groups of
teachers or would you rather work on your own?
work with group
work on my own

24. Does formal teacher evaluation on standard forms tend to reduce
innovation by the teachers?
yes

25.

no

d.oesn 't matter

no opinion

If you had a novel idea for improving the school would you feel you
could find a more sympathetic and receptive audience for the idea
from a faculty connnittee or from a principal?
faculty committee
principal
Any Comments'?

26. Would you tend to respect a principal more if he had written articles
for education journals than if he had not?
yes no doesn't matter

no opinion

27.

Would you rather teach in· a school with a princ:i.pal who
a. administers the school democratically and sees to it that he works
no more than forty hours a week
OR
b. administers the school autocratically a~d is willing to work
at his duties sixty or seventy hours a. "Week?
e,.
b.

28. Based on your experience, do principals generally receive ideas from
teachers on improvement of the school positively or negatively?
positively
negatively

29. Do you think the school should establish a faculty legislature to
mak.e recommendations to the principal concerni:iJ.g school :policies
withill"'tiie building?
yes no
doesn't matter no opinion

30. Should it establish a faculty legislsture with full power to
establish building poUcy'l
yes

no

-doesn it matter'

no opinion

31. Would you be more willing to try an instructional change desired
by the principal if he had written about it in an education journal?
yes no doesn't matter no opinion

32. Should an instructional improvement in your department be of interest
to other departments 9 justifying a presentation of the innovation
at 5 faculty meeting?
yes no doesnit matter no opinion

33. Should a principal ever require a teacher to use a particular course
of study?
yes

no

a.oesn~t

matter

no opinion

th~t the school budget
was just too limited to m·ike it wor,thwhile for you to t<i.Lk about
innovation1s that would co::.::t money.
ye:"
no

34. ?:IU. your p:rincipa.l leave you with the feeling

If "yes" d.o you believe ths.t the ~'chool budg~t '!.Y~S really t.hat limited?
ye 3
no
,1on ~ t kn0'.r

35.

Assuming that responsibility ::h:·~il'.l accomp.:.ny &1.r:;hJrity., ho'!.V' could
teachers who a.re given some auth:i:c,ity to collect~.v.;.ly determine
school policy be held r-espom·ible for the:ir &-:tion-=?

36.

Shoul1 the principal go t'.) the tm chers to 0sk
0.'1 possible improvements !:.n the ::i::hool prooam
the teachers to come to him with Uv:,ir i~~:<:i.~'?
principnl c;0 to teachers

th:·m for their ideas
(Y:-

:l10uli he C'Xpcct

37. What types of recognition for high quality teaching should the
principal act to provide?

38. If you received substantial recognition for your instructional
innovations, would the other teachers in your building sincerely
congratulate you or would they be jealous?
sincerely congratulate
be jealous

39. Should the principal have any responsibility for bringing cultural
events into the school for the stimulation of the teachers?
yes
no

40. Before you start working on an innovation, should the principal
tell you just how much mon1=y is av-ailable to the school for
experimentation?
yes no doesn't matter no opinion

41. Do you think it is fair for

a principal to rate or evaluate you as
a teacher while you a.re engaged in a major change in the instructional
process, e.g., in the first year of introducing a new course into
the curriculum?
yes, it is fair
no, it is not fair

42.

Should the principal actively seek to d.efend you against encroachments upon your privileges by ott;her teachers?
yes no doesn't matter no opinion

43.

Do you ha.ve any id.eas for better teaching that you woul·i like to try
but feel you do not have the opportunity to try?
yes
no

rF ~'}iES"

44.,...wn.a.t keeps you from t;rying them?

45.

Should. the principal expect coaches and others who are heavily involved
in extra-curricular activiti·~S to participate in in~'t:.r·ucticnsi.l
improvement programs?
yes no d.oesn 't ms:tt:er no opinion

46. Do you think your fellow faculty members expect pa::-t.icj..pation by
these people?

yes

47.

no

a.on 't know

Would you feel completely free to ack your princ· ip·;i.l fo:r .:;,n e:x:tra
hunc.red dollars worth of m1teri.s,ls if you thought the·y woulri be sure
to help your program?

THANK YOU VERY M'CCH FOR COOPERATU:TG IN FILLTfTG ocrr

TH~S Q'.Jl~SrIOITi'JJ\Ifm;

